VANTAGE INT’L SHIPPING
14900 W WARREN
DEARBORN MI 48126
Ph: 313-584-3737
Fax: 313-584-4095

DATE:
SHIPPER:

RECEIVER:

NAME:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

ADDRESS:

CITY/STATE/ZIP:

CITY/COUNTRY:

PHONE:

PHONE:

EMAIL: ____________________________________
VEHICLES
YEAR/MAKE/MODEL

VALUE$

YEAR/MAKE/MODEL

VALUE$

YEAR/MAKE/MODEL

VALUE$

CONTAINER?

YES

NO

IF YES:

20’STD

40’ STD

40’HC

COMMODITIES:

DESTINATION:
We the undersigned hereby understand that my vehicle/shipment is being forwarded by a shipping agent overseas with no insurance. I have been informed by the
agent to maintain my current insurance from the time I park my car/shipment in his lot to final destination. If additional insurance is needed, it must be requested
and paid for in advance.
I the undersigned hereby understand that Vantage Intl Shipping Inc., is not liable for any damage to my shipment or vehicle that caused by theft,robbery, weather conditions, transporting ,
loading , or on board of vessel carriers., Additionally, Vantage Intl Shipping Inc., is not responsible for such as, damage to vehicles, or missing items, or mistakes done by warehouse or the
carriers. Vantage Intl Shipping, Inc., and/or Mak investments cannot be held responsible for any mistakes or delays caused by the trucking company transporting vehicles and/or the vessel
carriers. We also understand that Vantage Intl Shipping Inc. and/or mak investment are not responsible for missing or incorrect loading information and the responsibility remains with the
shippers. Vantage Intl Shipping Inc. limited liability for the transportation of goods if such events as described above were to occur shall not exceed $50 per vehicle. Additionally, Vantage Intl
Shipping Inc is not liable for any vehicle parked or stored at 14900 W. Warren for any purpose. Any vehicle stored at 14900 W. Warren is the owner (shippers) responsibility and must carry
their own insurance.
We the undersigned, understand and acknowledge that Vantage Intl Shipping Inc are not responsible for the damage, loss of title, non-delivery or late delivery by the car hauler. We the
undersigned understand that U.S. customs will request my shipments or vehicle(s) to be examed. We also understand that all (without exceptions) charges & delays resulting from the exam
or otherwise will be the shipper’s responsibility. We read, understood and agree to all terms & conditions attached to or on the back of this document and authorize Vantage International
Shipping Inc. and/or Mak investments to act as my freight forwarding agent.

YOUR NAME: ____________________________________
YOUR SIGNATURE: _______________________________________________________
PASSPORT# OR FEDERAL TAX ID# (EIN):_____________________________

